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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS NOTE we shall characterize the image of the SU-bordism ring in the unoriented 
bordism ring by showing 
THEOREM (1.1). The image of as’ in JV consists of the unoriented bordism classes 
([Ml*)’ where M is a closed oriented manifold for which aN Pontrjagin numbers in which p1 
is a factor vanish mod 2. 
This includes the result of Anderson [2] and Stong [lo] which states the square of the 
unoriented bordism class of a torsion element in aso always contains an S&manifold. 
In addition we have 
COROLLARY (1.2). The square of a Spin manlyold is unoriented bordant to an SU- 
manifold. 
This is immediate from (1.1) sincep, = (w2)’ mod 2. Another corollary is the observa- 
tion that the unoriented bordism class of the quaternionic projective space HP(2n) does not 
lie in the image of Qiy + Jfsn. We merely note that [HP(2n)], = ([CP(2n)]2)2 and 
p,“[CP(2n)] = wi”[CP(2n)], = 1 mod 2. For n odd this will also follow from [4, (20.3)] which 
shows that the index of a 4k-dimensional S&manifold is even if k # 0 mod 4. 
We shall base our approach on the methods and results of [4]. In $2 we shall define 
K-theory Pontrjagin classes xi(c) E K(X) for a complex vector bundle 5 --f X on a finite 
CW-complex. For M a U-manifold we form the classes rci(M) E K(M) from the stable 
tangent bundle. From these we introduce K-theory Pontrjagin numbers x,[M] = 
(ch(z,(M))T(M),M) E 2, where o = (il 5 -.. 6 i,) and rr, = 7Cil 1.. rcil. That thesenumbers 
are bordism invariants on RU is clear. Their integrality is a consequence of the Riemann- 
Roth theorem [3]. If dim M = 4(i, + ... + iJ then rrrr,[M] coincides with the cohomology 
Pontrjagin number p,[M] with p0 = pi ,... pi,. 
We denote by %@’ c RU those bordism classes for which every Chern number involving 
cf vanishes. By dualizing c, there was defined in 14,961 a boundary operator 8 on ?V” with 
degree -2. The cycles Z(?G@) are those classes in R” for which every Chern number 
involving c1 vanishes. In $3 we show that all numbers n,[M] are even for the bounding 
cycles in B(Y@‘“), hence there are induced homomorphisms rr_ : H(W”) --f 2,. We go on 
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to show that these K-theory Pontrjagin numbers separate the elements of II and with 
this we can derive Stong’s characterization of the image @$‘+, -+ Qik+, , [9]. 
In $4 we deal entirely with cohomology Pontrjagin classes and we find the following 
generalization of [4, (12.7)] 
THEOREM (1.3). For any element in Z,,(%‘-‘) every cohomology Pontrjagin number 
involving pz or an odd Pontrjagin class is zero mod 2. 
This is a generalization since p2 = (~z)~ mod 2. 
$2. K-THEORY PONTRJAGIN CLASSES 
In [l] Anderson, Brown and Peterson use a KO-theory Pontrjagin polynomial for real 
vector bundles to which our Pontrjagin classes are so analogous that we use the same 
symbols to denote them, however we shall develop these by the approach in [5] rather than 
appealing to representation theory. We shall briefly sketch a proof of 
THEOREM (2.1). There is a unique functor which assigns to every complex n-plane 
bundle c -+ X over a jinite C W-complex a polynomial Z(C) = 1 + n,t + ..a + n,t” with 
xj E K(X) such that 
(1) if 5 is a complex line bundle then 
n(5)= I +([08-2,It 
(2) for a Whitney sum 4510 t2) = 7451)77(~2) 
(3) the polynomial TC(~;) is natural with respect to bundle maps. 
Let p : CP(5 @ f) + X be the complex projective space bundle with fibre CP(2n - 1) 
associated with < 0 F --, X, and let q -+ CP(5 0 8) be the canonical complex line bundle 
We wish to show that there are unique elements no = 1, rrn,, .. . J,, E K(X) for which 
in K(CP(S 0 [)). 
L”o( - l)“-‘p’(7cj)(~ @Iv - 2)“-j = 0 
To show that there is such a relation we recall that 5 0 5 -+ X is naturally a symplectic 
bundle with the structure in each fibre given by (v,w)i = (vi, - wi) and (v,w)j = (- w,v). 
Hence there is also a bundle q : HP(c @ 5) -+ X with fibre the right quaternionic projective 
space HP(n - I). There is a commutative diagram 
wherein v is a bundle map with fibre Sp(l)/U(l) = S2. Let a -+ HP(< @ [) be the canonical 
symplectic line bundle, which is also an SU(2)-bundle. According to Dold’s theorem 
[5, (7.4); 6, (Prop. 3)] the elements 1, a - 2, . . . , (a - 2>,-l form a base for K(HP(t @ e)) 
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as a module over K(X), therefore there must be unique elements with 
C;;(- I)“-$‘(7rj)(a - 2)“-1 = 0 
in K(HP(S 0 [)). Now v!(a - 2) = q @ ri - 2, hence c:< - l)“-jp!(rr&~ 0 ii - 2)“-j = 0 
as required. 
If g + X is a complex line bundle then HP(5 0 {) = X and CI - 2 = 5 0 [ - 2 in K(X), 
thus n(t) = 1 + (5 @ c - 2)t in this case. The naturality of n(5) with respect o bundle maps 
is clear. Finally, to check the Whitney sum theorem we observe that (e, 0 t2) 0 (5, 0 t2) 
is equivalent as a symplectic bundle to (5r @I &) 0 (c2 0 t2) and apply the argument in 
[5,$7] to complete the proof. 
The standard splitting technique can be applied to n(5); that is, if the bundle of flags 
associated with 5 + X is introduced then on the total space the bundle 5 splits into a sum 
of line bundles ql, .a. ,qn. We can factor n(t), therefore, into the product form (1 + (rr 0 ?jI 
-2)t) *** (1 + (q, 8 ii, - 2)t) so that zi is identsed with the irh elementary symmetric function 
in the Q 0 I_ii - 2. Similarly, if the Chern class of e + Xis factored into (1 + x,t) ..* (1 + XJ) 
then ch(rc(Q) = (1 + (8’ -t eVX’ - 2)t) . . . (1 + (eXIZ + ewX” - 2)t). For any non-trivial parti- 
tion 0 = (0 < iI 5 .a. 5 i,) we denote by cr, E K(X) the result of expressing the symmetric 
function Z(q, @ & - 2)i, . . . (q, @ ij, - 2)i, in terms of the elementary symmetric functions. 
If r exceeds n we put co = 0. We denote by s, the corresponding cohomology class defined 
from factoring the cohomology Pontrjagin class as (I + xft) . . . (I + x$). Let deg o = 
i, + *Se + i,. 
LEMMA (2.2). For any non-trivial partition co, with deg w = m, chk(ca) = 0 if k is odd 
or kc 2m and chz,(a,) = s, . 
We omit the proof. For a Whitney sum we have the well-known formula 
%(<I 0 &) = c,G) + c&G) + Co,cv,=(uo,,(Sl)a,,(~~). 
The sum is taken over all distinguishable decompositions of o into two disjoint non-trivial 
subpartitions. 
To obtain homomorphisms o, : Q* --f 2 we define a,(M) E K(M), for a U-manifold 
in terms of the stable tangent bundle. Let 
o,VA = (ch(cAM))T(M), M) E 2 
for each non-trivial partition. Here T(M) = (1 J’,(M), . . . ,Tj(M), . . . ), where q(M) is the 
ilh Todd polynomial in the Chern class of M. Note that if dim M = 4 deg o then a,[M] = 
(s,(M)&0 = s,[M]. Denoting by td[n/il the Todd genus we have 
LEMMA (2.3). If” M and N are both U-manifol& then for any non-trivial partition 
DAM x Nl = W4~,Wl-+ ~,WWWl + ~am,,=m~,,[%,,[~l. 
The next two lemmas will be useful in 93. 
LEMMA (2.4). If the non-trivialpartition o contains at least one term appearing with odd 
multiplicity then cr,([M]‘) is even. 
Under this hypothesis oloz is always distinguishable from 0201, hence if (2.3) is 
applied to a square every term appears twice. In fact, if every term in o does appear with 
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even multiplicity then let o0 be obtained from w by using the same integers with half their 
original multiplicities, then o,([MJ)’ = o,,[M] mod 2. 
LEMMA (2.5). For any non-trivial partition 
a,[M x U(l)] = a,[M]. 
While td[CP(l)] = 1, it follows from dimensional considerations that a,[CP(l)] = 0 
for any non-trivial partition. 
$3. THE HOMOLOGY OF +flU 
It was shown in [4, (19.4)] that td[M] is even if [M] E B(%““), therefore we obtain a 
ring homomorphism td : H(W”) -+ 2,. We wish to also obtain homomorphisms 
6, : H(W”) --f 2, for every non-trivial partition. The next two lemmas will show why this 
is possible. 
LEMMA (3.1). For [M] in ZBkf2 (%‘““) or Z8k+6(9fu) all numbers o,[M] vanish. 
We recall that ch(cr,) E zH”(M;Q), thus since cr is a factor of T2j+l, [7, p.151 we see 
that cr is also a factor of the component of ch(o,)T(M) in dim M. By the definition of 
Z(%@‘) we have a,,[M] = 0. 
LEMMA (3.2). Zf [M] E II then a,[M] is even. 
We need only consider dim[M] = 4k. There is [N] E y,4k+2 with d[N] = [Ml. Since 
a[M x Q(I)] = 2[M] the difference 2[N] - [M x C?(l)] lies in Z,,+,(@). By (3.1) and 
(2.5) c,[M] = 2o,[N]. Thus we obtain induced homomorphisms CJ, : H(YY”’ -+ Z, . Many 
of these homomorphisms are trivial. In fact 
LEMMA (3.3). If at least one term in o occurs lvith oddmultiplicity then IT, : H(Yf’) -+ Z, 
is trivial. 
To show this we introduce W = YJ~’ @ Z, which is also a chain complex, and we can 
factor (TV through H(W). There are elements z2 and zzll (n >= 2) in W such that c7z4k = z4k_2, 
(k 2 2), &, = 0 and H(W) is the polynomial algebra over Z, on generators represented by 
cycles z2 and (z4J2 + Z2Z&_2Z&, (k 2 2). Moreover z2 is represented by [CP(l)] and z2,, by 
[M”“] E %‘““, with a[M4k] = [M4k-2 1. Let o be a non-trivial partition satisfying the hypo- 
thesis; then cro(zJ = 0, (T,(z2Z&-2i&) = cw(~4k_2~4k) = 0 by (2.5) and (3.2). According to 
(2.4) a,((z4k)2) = 0 also. This shows that 6, is trivial on the generators of H(W). The 
triviality on all H(W) then follows from (2.3). 
Now we come to the theorem characterizing B(“K”“) in terms of the 0,. We consider 
all finitely non-zero sequences R = (r2,r3, . . . ,r,) of non-negative integers, We set R < R’ if 
and only if R contains the lesser of the first two entries which differ. To each such R we 
associate a non-trivial partition o(R) in which k occurs with multiplicity 2rk if k # 2’, and 
k/2 occurs with multiplicity 4rk if k = 2jf1, j 2 0. We denote by A, that sequence with 
r, = 1 and rj = 0 if j # k. In [4, (12.9)] it was shown that there are generators c4 and cgk, 
k 2 2, of the polynomial ring H(%‘” “) with 
td(c‘J = 1, b&4) = 0 
ow(A&3k) = 1 = s,(~,)(c8k). 
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In addition, we need the facts that s, : H4k(%@) -+ Z, and Slj,zJ : H2j+3(W”) + Z2 are 
trivial [4, (12.4), (12.7)] together with the observation that 6, : H&WU) + Z2 is also trivial 
if deg w > k. To the sequence R we associate the monomial CR = (~iJ~(c~~)r,. The veri- 
fication of the next lemma is straightforward in view of the preceding remarks, but rather 
tedious. 
LEMMA (3.4). For any sequence R, o,(R) (CR) = 1 and if R’ < R lvith deg(o(R’)) = 
deg(w(R)) then o,(Rp)(CR) = 0. 
We can use this to detect a non-zero element in H&YflU). Such an element is a sum of 
monomials (cJCR with Y + deg(w(R)) = k. Let r,, be the least power of c4 appearing in 
this sum and let R, be the least sequence among the terms (c4)rOCR which appear. Now by 
(3.4) 
~w(,&,)((c~)lOCRo) = 1
r~~(~,,)((c~)V~) = 0 if Re < R. 
In addition if Y > y0 then 00(RoJ((~4)rCR) = o,(~~)(C~) = 0 since deg(w(RJ) > deg(o(R)). 
Thus if r0 -=z k we detect the non-zero element in H4k(Y~U) by (T,(&) . We detect (c~)~ by the 
Todd genus of course. 
THEOREM (3.5). Zf [M] E Z( YJ@‘) then [M] bounds if and only if td[M] = 0 mod 2 and 
a,[M] = 0 mod 2 for every co. 
It was shown in [4, (19.1)] that B8k+4(YP~“) is the image of Q?$+, in R&+4, thus we 
obtain by (3.5) Stong’s characterization of this image [9]. From the proof of (3.5) we also 
have 
COROLLARY (3.6). An element h,, E H4k(%t@j lies in the ideal generated by c4 if and 
only iffor every partition of degree k go(h4k) = s,(h4,J = 0. 
$4. THE IMAGE OF iZs" IN ,1' 
Milnor [8] showed that for any U-manifold M2” there is a unique bordism class 
[N”lZ E Jf, such that ([N”]2)2 = [M’“], . We use this to define the square root homo- 
morphism R : MU -+ ~9’“. This is a ring homomorphism which halves dimension. The fol- 
lowing remark is due to Milnor. 
LEMMA (4.1). Zf [N"], = R[M”‘J then for any o = (0 S il 5 .e. 5 i,) of degree n 
c,[P] = W&v”], 
mod 2. 
Here cw and w, denote respectively the product of the Chern classes and of the Stiefel- 
Whitney classes. Wall in [Ill introduced YY c JV, of which w” is the analog, as those 
unoriented bordism classes for which every Stiefel-Whitney number involving w: is zero. 
It is clear from (4.1) that R carries w” into %‘-. A boundary operator 8 : Y%‘“” -+ @‘“n-l is 
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defined by dualizing ~1~ . For [Mz E ?V,w,(a[N],) = w,w,[NJ2 for any o. Since a similar 
relation is valid for Chern numbers in %‘” we conclude from (4.1) 
LEMMA (4.2). The diagram 
v a “w2ll --CL* 
I 1 R1 Rl 
w, -L wn_, 
is commutative. 
In other words R is a chain map of ^w” to YY. In [4] there were introduced homo- 
morphisms A : C2in -P l2y,,_4 and x : 12zn_, + C!;,, with Ax = identity and ?Y” = ker (A). 
The analogous A : N, + N,,_, is defined by dualizing (wr)*. To define x : Jf,,_* 3 JV,, we 
let v--t N be the line bundle with characteristic lass w,(N), then x[N12 = [RP(v 0 2R)] 
Of course ?Y = ker (A) and Ax = identity. By a routine check of the characteristic numbers 
we see that x and A also commute with the root homomorphism R. Let p = Z - xA be the 
projection of 0” onto WV or of JV onto -W, then 
LEMMA (4.3). The diagram 
I I R R 
Jv-sw- 
commutes. 
This is another proof of Stong’s observation that R : WV + W is onto, [lo]. Since 
B(w”) c im(@‘+ Q”) c Z(V”) we see that if ([N]*)* lies in im(Qs”+ JV) then 
[N], E Z(w), while if [N]* E B(w) then ([N12)* E im(@” + X). Now Z(w) is the image 
of also in J)r while B(V) is the image of the 2-torsion in RSo, [ll]. 
The main step in proving (1.1) is (1.3). We shall now make use of the numbers rc,[M] 
andp,[M] mentioned in the introduction. The analogs of (2.5) and (3.1) and (3.2) are easily 
established for q,,, hence we obtain induced homomorphisms rc, : H(9.Y’“) --f Z, with 
rc, = pw : H4k(Wv) + Z, if degree (w) = k. If M is a U-manifold we can apply (4.1) to 
study cohomology Pontrjagin numbers mod 2 on ([Ml)*. Since pj = (cj)* = (W,j)* then by 
(4.1) ~,([a*) = 0 mod 2 if o has an odd entry, for the odd Stiefel-Whitney classes on M 
vanish. If every term in o is even then let w,, be obtained from u by taking half of each 
entry. Again by (4.1), p,([M]*) =p,,[M] mod 2. In particular, if [Ml E WV and if 1 
appears in wO, then p,,[M] = 0 mod 2 since p1 = c: mod 2, thus p,([M]*) = 0 mod 2 if 
w contains a 2 or an odd entry. 
We introduce w’ obtained from W = Vu 0 Z, by factoring out the ideal generated 
by z2, [4, p. 451. The homomorphism R factors through R : W’ + W andp, factors tl:rough 
pw : FV’+ YV. Now H(w) is generated by representative cycles (z&J’, k 2 2. We see 
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immediately that pa : H4,JWI) + Z2 is trivial if o contains a 2 or an odd entry. This is the 
assertion of (1.3). 
Since R((z’~~)~) = [M4k]2 E A’-4k where [M4k] E @“” represent zik we conclude that every 
mod 2 Pontrjagin number involving p1 vanishes on the image of R, : H(W) --) H(W). We 
can use the fact that the kernel of H(“w”) + H(V) is the ideal generated by c4, [4, (12.1)], 
together with (3.6) to show that an element in Hsk( IV’) is zero if and only if for every parti- 
tion w of 2k into even integers p,,, = 0 on this element. Now p,(h,,) = p,,(R,(h,,)), thus 
R, : H(W) -+ H(W) is a monomorphism since according to Wall the elements of H(w) are 
distinguished by mod 2 Pontrjagin classes. From a dimension count we now get 
THEOREM (4.4). An element of H(W) lies in the image of R, : H(W”) + H(W) if and 
only if every mod 2 Pontrjagin number involving p1 vanishes. 
We noted earlier that if [N], E B(w) then ([NJ2 E im(RSU + .A’“). If [N12 E Z(w) 
determines a nonzero class in im(R * : H(W”) + H(W)) then dim N = 4k and 
([N]2)2 E im(Z,,(%~“) + A”,,). It is known [4, (19.1)] that Zsk(^jlr”) is the image of @” 
in 0’. Therefore (1.1) is established. 
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